
The Travelers’ Tale 
by Matt Ryan and Noah Lloyd 

Keeper Background 
Ten years ago, occultist Justin Blanford summoned an ethereal, minor 

Cthulhu Mythos entity, a Shadow Spawn, and trapped it within his suburban 
home. Conjured to do menial labor around the house, the creature was too 
insubstantial to lift more than a discarded napkin. After a coincidental and 
entirely unpleasant overnight visit from his sister, Blanford watched the 
Shadow Spawn scare her with its high-pitched whining, and that her fear 
caused it to grow. After a few more experiments, and relatives who promised 
to never visit Blanford again, he concluded that his hypothesis was correct. 
As the Shadow Spawn grew, it became more useful, and was able to physically 
manipulate larger items. With the growth in the 2010s of online bookings for 
unregulated, short-term hospitality services, Blanford started hosting 
overnight guests for the website CloudHotels, letting the Shadow Spawn scare 
them, growing in response to their nocturnal screams. This plan worked 
perfectly and soon Blanford had his supernatural servant able to clean the 
house, rearrange furniture, and do most of the household chores. But as the 
Shadow Spawn grew stronger, it started to physically manifest, with a hunger 
greater than the simple fear of its victims.  

Six months ago, the Shadow Spawn injured one of the overnight boarders, 
pulling the rug out from under him, causing him to fall against a door jam and 
gash his head open. Slipping from the shadows, the creature hungrily lapped 
up the blood. Blanford was appalled but was unable to control the Shadow 
Spawn or stop his mad experiment. How powerful could the Shadow Spawn 
get? More and more guests were hurt, and Blanford hid the evidence and 
deleted the negative online reviews of unhappy visitors by hacking into the 
admin side of the site. The Shadow Spawn hasn’t killed anyone yet, but 
Blanford suspects that it will happen sooner or later. 

Setting and Tone 
In typical horror movie fashion, the Keeper’s job is to split the party and 

scare individual investigators rather than the whole group at once. Use Luck 
rolls to single out investigators, the unlucky one waking up in the night, or 
glimpsing an odd shadow on the wall. The Shadow Spawn can move furniture 
and mimic voices and sounds. Each odd occurrence—a relocated waste 
basket, a pulled rug, an odd noise—calls for a Sanity check with a slight loss 
of Sanity points (1/1D2-1D3). More frightening incidents—a floating knife, 
a crying baby from upstairs, vermin clawing in the walls—causes greater 
Sanity losses (1D2-1D3/1D4-1D6). 

Starting the Scenario 
“The Travelers’ Tale” works well as an interlude in an existing campaign, 

and while we’ve made pre-generated characters (as always), you should be able 
to squeeze this into your modern campaign, in any major city where your 
investigators need to find lodging for the night. The address is suspicious, 
1313 Bush Street, and likely generates bad jokes from the investigators who 
didn’t make the reservation. A simple two-
story house sits on the corner of a T-
intersection in a noticeably dilapidated section 
of town, outside the city hub and in one of the 
known “bad areas.” There is no activity at the 
nearby houses, and the only sign of life is the 
neon “Open” sign in the window of a nearby 
convenience store, clandestinely occupying 
the first floor of a two-story brick building 
across the intersection. A Spot Hidden roll 
indicates a lit window on the second story, 
facing the rented house. A car slowly drives by 
as the investigators unpack and lug their gear 
inside. 

 
 

The House 
Narrow and long, a padlock secures the front door. The combination is the 

last four digits of the renting investigator’s phone number. Blanford is absent 
from the premises but will reply to texts. The entry room leads to the living 
room and through to the kitchen and attached bathroom. A door to the right 
of the entry room leads to the first bedroom, and a second door leads to the 
second bedroom. There is no back door. A guest book sits on a small table 
by the front door, containing a collection of guests’ goodbyes and other such 
notes. Clashing decorative motifs style each room—baroque, kitsch, 1950’s 
“modern”—the total impression being a garish collection of faux art and 
chipped pieces from second-string antique dealers. The floors of each room 
are slightly raised or lowered from the former, causing easy stumbles and 
stubbed toes. There are two padlocked doors labeled “private, no entry.” 
Investigators cannot guess the locks’ combinations; only a Hard STR roll can 
tear open these doors, obviously damaging the lock and jam. 

The first locked door leads to the basement, where the Shadow Spawn hides 
amid a clutter of boxes, stacks of mildewing books, bits of household items, 
and a large furnace that runs almost constantly. If looking for weapons, a 
Luck roll grants any common item an investigator seeks. The Shadow Spawn 
is most powerful in the basement, knowing its lair like the back of its hand, 
and physically attacks lone targets. After an initial attack, it flitters off, hoping 
to eventually kill the investigator with repeated ambushes. When at all 
possible, it makes the attack look like an accident, i.e. knocking over a pile of 
books at the same time. 

The second door leads to the second floor, which is more of a walk-up attic 
than a proper second floor. A cramped bathroom sits in the back, above the 
downstairs bathroom, and the rest of the second floor is Blanford’s office and 
workspace. An older computer sits on a table, crowded by magazines and 
dusty books. A search reveals mostly New Age occult material, but a Hard 
Spot Hidden or Library Use roll finds a few genuine grimoires, hand-
written collections of actual spells. The incantations include supplications to 
Elder Gods, and merely browsing through the books incurs a Sanity check 
(0/1D2). Investigators can guess the password to Blanford’s computer—
“password1234”—or make a Computer Use roll, and a quick browsing 
history shows him updating and changing the comments on CloudHotels. 
Investigators also find internet bookmarks to sites explaining (often 
incorrectly) various ethereal entities, including a detailed description of the 
Shadow Spawn and its home planet, Hchab. 

Running the Scenario 
Set the mood by showing how isolated the investigators are. The only 

human activity is the cashier at the convenience store, who sits behind a glass 
booth and stares gloomily at the investigators. As they settle in, the weather 
turns inclement and a heavy snow begins to fall. The furnace ignites with a 

roar. After a few slight scares, nothing that 
another investigator can’t explain as normal, 
let the investigators go to sleep. All have 
nightmares, in which they see the alien world 
of Hchab. Use Listen and Spot Hidden rolls 
to rouse a single investigator and draw them 
from bed. At appropriate times, the Shadow 
Spawn makes an attack doing minor damage 
(1D3). If it can draw a single investigator into 
the basement, it launches repeated ambushes 
to kill its first victim. 

Shadow Spawn 
STR 40, DEX 90, CON 60, POW 70, SIZ 50, 
Hp 12, Fighting (Claws) 65% (1D3), Dodge 
60%, Stealth 90%, Spells: Telekinesis, 
Mimicry. Sanity Loss: 1D2/1D8. 
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